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Kendra On Top (Series 4)

20 x 30'/ 2 x 60' + 16 x 30'

EPISODIC BREAKDOWN

1. A Hard Nights Day

After Hank reveals the details of his alleged affair, Kendra is ready to move past the most painful
event of her life and focus on what comes next for both her and her marriage. A recent
appearance on a UK television show gives Kendra an opportunity to travel to London where she
enjoys a new-found freedom in the company of some wild friends. When a compromising photo of
Kendra and footballer Jimmy Bullard hits the press, Hank questions if Kendra’s good times have
gone too far.

2. A London Bridge Too Far

Despite Hank’s concerns about the racy tabloid photos of Kendra and ex-footballer, Jimmy
Bullard, Kendra continues to give into her urge to have fun and be wild while on her own in
London. After a brief date with sexy singer, Jake Quickenden, Kendra gets extra close to radio
host Matt Edmonson. But when Kendra speaks with her father, he warns her not to let things go
too far. Meanwhile, back in Los Angeles, Hank joins pal Travelle Gaines for dinner and gets grilled
about last year’s scandal.

3. Homeward Boudange

Kendra wraps up her solo trip to London in style, bringing some sizzle to a celebrity-panel game
show “Reality Bites” and partying with NFL player James Anderson at London Fashion Week.
When she returns home to Los Angeles, Hank is hurt by Kendra’s wild antics in the UK. While
Kendra doesn’t feel she has to answer for her actions, she admits that she still struggles with the
aftermath of last year’s devastating sex scandal

4. Catty Shack

When Hank confronts Kendra about being affectionate with other men, but distant with him, she
laughs it off, leaving Hank feeling like he’s still being punished. In London, Kendra felt like her old,
wild self. At home, she just feels old and questions if married life is right for her. A therapy session
leads to a tearful break down when she admits to texting other men after the scandal. Kendra
knows there’s a breaking point, but the other side is so much fun.
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5. Family Matters

Kendra always dreamed of a perfect marriage, but now she’s questioning if married life is still
worth it. A visit from Hank’s parents stirs up emotions. Kendra tells Hank she doesn’t want to go
back to their old relationship and that she wants them to have fun again. At Jessica’s baby
shower, Kendra admits she’s jealous of how close her best friend’s family is. Jessica presents
Kendra with a special gift and encourages her to call her estranged mother.

6. Assistant Living

Kendra enlists the help of her old assistant and friend Eddie when she decides to compete in a
celebrity cooking show in NYC. While she’s happy to get some work, she didn’t expect to be
away from home on her 30th birthday. Hank asks for reassurance that this trip won’t be a repeat of
her wild London adventure. Kendra confides to Eddie that she and Hank need to move forward in
order for their marriage to last. If they start moving backwards, the marriage is over.

7. Travails With My Aunt

While in NYC for a celebrity cooking show, Kendra tells her friend Eddie that she has a kissing
phobia. Back in LA, Hank plans a special birthday gift to make up for the scandal ruining Kendra’s
birthday last year. Kendra meets her long-lost Aunt Kristen, and gets heated about her fall out with
her mother. Kristen encourages Kendra to salvage the relationship before it’s too late. Later that
night, Kendra parties with Eddie at a gay bar for his birthday and poses for some sexy photos.

8. Thirty Is the New Kendra

Hank calls Kendra, upset when he learns that she was out partying all night in New York. Kendra
fears Hank’s jealousy might push her over the edge. Putting Hank’s suspicions aside, Kendra
dives into her work as a celebrity chef in a TV cooking show. Hank apologizes for overreacting
and pulls off some big surprises for Kendra’s 30th birthday. After returning home, Kendra is
shocked by Holly Madison’s scandalous tell-all book that trashes her, Hef and their time at the
Playboy Mansion.

9. Payback Is a Holly

When Holly Madison’s scandalous tell-all book is released, Kendra is shocked by her former
housemate’s recollections of their days at the Playboy Mansion and angered by the public
trashing and false accusations. Kendra shares her thoughts on Holly’s book with Jessica and
feels compelled to confront the author at a local book signing. Kendra thinks she and Hugh
Hefner are being used by his former “number 1 girlfriend,” and Kendra’s not going to let her get
away with it.

10. Close Encounters of a Hank Kind

In the wake of Holly Madison’s book release, Kendra reaches out to her ex, Hugh Hefner for
support. Kendra admits to her father that Hank’s sex scandal makes it difficult for her to be
affectionate with her husband. During couples therapy, Kendra confesses to Hank that she lied
about texting old boyfriends. Texting other men gave her confidence after the scandal. Desperate
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for intimacy, Kendra wants to be more loving but she doesn't know how. Will she be able to let her
guard down?

11. The Sexorcist

Kendra confides to Jessica that she wants to fall in love with love again. It’s easy to give sex, but
hard to give love. Hank and Kendra seek the help of sex therapist, Dr. Ava Cadell, who visits the
pair and gives them some love energy exercises that prove challenging for the competitive couple.
Feeling overwhelmed, Kendra threatens to walk out. Can she heal herself so she can connect with
Hank?

12. Dots Amore

After meeting with sex therapist, Dr. Ava Cadell, Kendra and Hank decide to take part in an
intimacy retreat to strengthen their troubled marriage. Worried that this retreat could be their last
resort, the couple participates in intimacy exercises, couple’s yoga, and a romantic dinner
complete with blindfolds and sensual foods. But when Hank questions if Kendra is taking it
seriously, their dinner takes a turn for the worse and Kendra walks out. Could their marriage really
be coming to an end?

13. Tantric or Treat

After their successful intimacy retreat, Kendra and Hank invite their close friends Jessica and Kyle
over for dinner to share what they’ve learned. Eager to impress, Kendra takes over the kitchen
and practices some of the skills she learned on Worst Cooks in America to make a fabulous home
cooked meal. She and Hank also share some fun intimacy games with Jessica and Kyle who are
still getting used to being new parents and are ready for a little fun. Can they practice what they
preach?

14. Breast Intentions

Kendra and Jessica get colonics before the Playboy Midsummer Night’s Dream party. Kendra
reveals that she had her mom axed from the invite list since the two of them are not talking.
Kendra’s dad, Eric, surprises the family with his new fiancé, Amy. Kendra wants to be happy for
her dad, but feels territorial and suspicious of Amy’s motives after she admits to following
Kendra’s career for years. Things get worse when Amy misbehaves at the Mansion party and Eric
calls Hank and Kendra for help.

15. A Midsummer Nights Mare

After a wild night at the Playboy Mansion, Kendra questions what her dad is thinking by getting
engaged to his fiancé, Amy. Kendra tells Jessica that Amy was pushy and acting like a huge
groupie at the party. She wonders if Amy is in the relationship for the wrong reasons. Hank
advises Kendra to let her dad know how she feels. When Amy calls to apologize, Kendra is willing
to give her another chance. She wants to like the woman her father is marrying and hopes that
he’s not getting used.
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16. Kendras Time Out

Kendra’s wild night out with her friends comes with a curfew that she promises to keep. Kendra,
Jessica, Adrienne, and Jojo flirt and pick up hot young guys for dinner, drinks, dancing and sexy
fun. But the clock is ticking…and Hank finally breaks

17. Hankless in Seattle

Kendra’s late-night partying finally pushes Hank over the edge and he gives Kendra an ultimatum.
Hank leaves for Seattle and ignores Kendra’s attempts to contact him. After her father, Eric,
encourages her to go see Hank face-to-face, she flies to Seattle, unsure what to expect. This
time, Kendra’s in the hot seat, and it’s her turn to decide what she wants for her future.

18. Last Rites and Wrongs

When Kendra’s trip to Seattle doesn’t go as planned, she returns home uncertain about her future
with Hank. Kendra heads to San Diego with Jessica for her father’s tail-gate wedding at a San
Diego Chargers game. When she arrives, the Wilkinson party gene goes into full effect as she
celebrates with her family, both new and old. As the ceremony inches closer, Hank, the best man,
is still nowhere to be found. Has Kendra’s marriage passed the point of no return?

1. A Hard Nights Day Part 1

2. A Hard Nights Day Part 2

3. A London Bridge Too Far

4. Homeward Boudange

5. Catty Shack

6. Family Matters
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7. Assistant Living

8. Travails With My Aunt

9. Thirty Is the New Kendra

10. Payback Is a Holly

11. Close Encounters of a Hank Kind

12. The Sexorcist

13. Dots Amore

14. Tantric or Treat

15. Breast Intentions

16. A Midsummer Nights Mare

17. Kendras Time Out
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18. Hankless in Seattle

19. Last Rites and Wrongs Part 1

20. Last Rites and Wrongs Part 2


